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Abstra t. Automated veri
ation of on urrent systems is hindered by
the fa t that the state spa es are either in nite or too large for model
he king, and the ase analysis usually defeats theorem proving. Combinations of the two te hniques have been tried with varying degrees
of su ess. We argue for a spe i
ombination where theorem proving
is used to redu e veri ation problems to nite-state form, and model
he king is used to explore properties of these redu tions. This de omposition of the veri ation task forms the basis of the Symboli Analysis
Laboratory (SAL), a framework for ombining di erent analysis tools for
transition systems via a ommon intermediate language. We demonstrate
how symboli analysis an be an e e tive methodology for ombining dedu tion and exploration.1

The veri ation of large-s ale on urrent systems poses a diÆ ult hallenge
in spite of the substantial re ent progress in omputer-aided veri ation. Te hnologies based on model he king [CGP99℄ an typi ally handle systems with
states that are no larger than about a hundred bits. Te hniques su h as symmetry and partial-order redu tions, partitioned transition relations, in nite-state
model he king, represent important advan es toward ameliorating state explosion, but they have not dramati ally in reased the overall e e tiveness of automated veri ation. Model he king does have one advantage: it needs only a
modest amount of human guidan e in terms of the problem des ription, possible variable orderings, and manually guided abstra tions. Veri ation based on
theorem proving, on the other hand, requires areful human ontrol by way of
suitable intermediate assertions, invariants, lemmas, and proofs. Can automated
veri ation ever ombine the automation of model he king with the generality
of theorem proving?
?

This work was funded by DARPA Contra t No. F30602-96-C-0204 Order No. D855
and NSF Grants No. CCR-9712383 and CCR-9509931.
1 The SAL proje t is a ollaborative e ort between Stanford University, SRI International, and the University of California, Berkeley.

It has often been argued that model he king and theorem proving ould be
ombined so that the former is applied to ontrol-intensive properties while the
latter is invoked on data-intensive properties. A hieving an integration of theorem proving and model he king is not hard. Both te hniques verify laims that
look similar and it is possible to view model he king as a de ision pro edure for
a well-de ned fragment of a spe i ation logi [RSS95℄. However, most systems
ontain a ri h intera tion between ontrol and data so that there is no simple
de omposition between data-intensive and ontrol-intensive properties.
For the purpose of this paper, we view model he king as a te hnique for
the veri ation of temporal properties of a program based on the exhaustive exploration of a transition graph represented in expli it or symboli form. Model
he king methods typi ally use graph algorithms, automata-theoreti onstru tions, or nite xed point omputations. Theorem proving is usually based on
formalisms su h as rst-order or higher-order logi , and employs proof te hniques
su h as indu tion, rewriting, simpli ation, and the use of de ision pro edures.
Some in nite-state veri ers and semi-de ision pro edures an be lassi ed as
both dedu tive and model he king te hniques, but this ambiguity an be overlooked for the present dis ussion.
We make several points regarding the use of theorem proving and model
he king in the automated veri ation of on urrent systems:
1. Corre tness is over-rated. The obje tive of veri ation is analysis, i.e., the
a retion of useful observations regarding a system. Verifying orre tness is
an important form of analysis, but orre tness is usually a big property of
a system that is demonstrated by building on lots of small observations. If
these small observations ould be heaply obtained, then the demonstration
of larger properties would also be greatly simpli ed. The main drawba k of
orre tness is its exa titude. The veri ation of a orre tness laim an only
either fail or su eed. There is no room for approximate answers or partial
information.
2. Theorem proving is under-rated. Dedu tion remains the most appropriate
te hnology for obtaining insightful, general, and reusable automation in the
analysis of systems, parti ularly those that are too omplex to be analyzed
by a blunt instrument like model he king. Theorem proving an exploit the
mathemati al properties of the ontrol and data stru tures underlying an
algorithm in their fullest generality and abstra tness
3. Theorem proving and model he king are very similar te hniques. In the veri ation of transition systems, both te hniques employ some representation
for program assertions, they ompute the image of the transition relation
with respe t to these assertions, and usually try to ompute the least, greatest, or some intermediate xed point assertion for the transition relation.
The di eren e is that in theorem proving,
{ The image onstru tions are usually more ompli ated sin e they involve
quanti ation in domains where quanti er elimination is either ostly or
impossible.
{ The least and greatest xed points an seldom be e e tively omputed
and human guidan e is needed to suggest an intermediate xed point.
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Showing that one assertion is the onsequen e of another is typi ally
unde idable and requires the use of lemmas and human insight.
4. Theorem proving and model he king an be usefully integrated. Su h an
integration requires a methodology that de omposes the veri ation task so
that
{

{

{

Dedu tion is used to onstru t valid nite-state abstra tions of a system.

The onstru tion of a property-preserving abstra tion generates simple
proof obligations that an be dis harged, often fully automati ally, using
a theorem prover. These are typi ally assertions of the form: if property
p holds in a state s from whi h there is a transition R to a state s0 , then
property q holds in s0 . Similar proof obligations arise during veri ation
(in the form of veri ation onditions) but these are usually not valid
and the assertions have to be strengthened in order to obtain provable
veri ation onditions. While theorem proving is useful for examining
the lo al onsequen e of properties, it is not very e e tive at dedu ing
global onsequen es over a large program or around an iterative loop.
Su h omputations an be extremely ineÆ ient and the omputation of
xed points around a loop rarely terminates.

Exploration by means of model he king is used to al ulate global properties of su h abstra tions. This means that model he king is not used

merely to validate or refute putative properties but is a tually used to
al ulate interesting invariants that an be extra ted from the rea hability predi ate or its approximations. Finite-state exploration of large
stru tures an also be ineÆ ient but it is mu h easier to make nite-state
omputations onverge eÆ iently.
{ Dedu tion is used to propagate the onsequen es of su h properties. For
example, model he king on a nite-state abstra tion might reveal an
assertion x > 5 to hold at a program point simply be ause it was true
initially and none of the intermediate transitions a e ted the value of x.
If the program point has a su essor state that an only be rea hed by a
transition that in rements x by 2, then we know that this su essor state
must satisfy the assertion x > 7. Su h a onsequen e is easily dedu ed
by theorem proving.
In summary, we advo ate a veri ation methodology where dedu tion is employed in the lo al reasoning steps su h as validating abstra tions and propagating known properties, whereas model he king is used for deriving global onsequen es. In ontrast, early attempts to integrate theorem proving and model
he king were dire ted at using model he king as a de ision pro edure within
a theorem prover. These attempts were not all that su essful be ause it is not
ommon to nd nite-state subgoals within an in nite-state dedu tive veri ation.

1 Ba kground
We review some of the ba kground and previous work in the ombined use of
theorem proving and model he king te hniques.
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1.1

Model Che king as a De ision Pro edure

Joy e and Seger ombined the theorem prover HOL [GM93℄ with the symboli
traje tory evaluation tool Voss [JS93℄ by treating the ir uits veri ed by Voss
as uninterpreted onstants in HOL. This integration is somewhat ad ho sin e
the de nitions of the ir uits veri ed by Voss are not available to HOL. Dingel
and Filkorn [DF95℄ use a model he ker to establish assume{guarantee properties of omponents and a theorem prover to dis harge the proof obligations that
arise when two omponents are omposed. Rajan, Shankar, and Srivas [RSS95℄
integrate a mu- al ulus [Par76,BCM+ 92℄ model he ker [Jan93℄ as a de ision
pro edure for a fragment of the PVS higher-order logi orresponding to a nite mu- al ulus. While this integration smoothly in orporates CTL and LTL
model he king into PVS, the work needed to redu e a problem into modelhe kable form an be substantial. This integration has re ently been extended
with an algorithm for onstru ting nite-state abstra tions of mu- al ulus expressions [SS99℄.2
1.2

Extending Model Che king with Lightweight Theorem Proving

Several alternative approa hes to the integration of model he king and theorem
proving have emerged in re ent years. Some of these have taken the approa h of
supplementing a model he ker with a proof assistant that provides rules for deomposing a veri ation goal into model- he kable subgoals. M Millan [M M99℄
in his work with Caden e SMV has extended the SMV model he ker with the
following de omposition rules that are used to redu e in nite-state systems to
model- he kable nite-state ones.
1. Temporal splitting : Transforms a goal of the form 2(8i : A) into 2v = i  A
for ea h i.
2. Symmetry redu tion : Typi ally, the system being veri ed and the property
are symmetri in the hoi e of i so that proving 2v = i  A for a single spe i value for i is equivalent to proving it for ea h i. Examples of
su h symmetri hoi es in lude the memory address or the pro essor in the
veri ation of multipro essor a he onsisten y.
3. Data abstra tion : Large or in nite datatypes an be redu ed to small nite
datatypes by suitably reinterpreting the operations on these datatypes. For
example, with respe t to the hoi e of i in temporal splitting, the remaining
values of the datatype an be abstra ted by a single value non-i.
4. Compositional veri ation : The veri ation of P kQ j= A ^ B is de omposed
as P j= :(B U :A) (B fails before A does) and Q j= :(A U :B ). This
allows di erent omponents to be separately veri ed up to time t + 1 by
assuming the other omponents to be orre t up to time t.

These and other proof te hniques have been used to verify an out-of-order
pro essor, a large a he oheren e algorithm, and safety and liveness for a version of Lamport's N-pro ess bakery algorithm for mutual ex lusion [MQS00℄.
2 These features are part of PVS 2.3 whi h is a essible at the URL pvs. sl.sri. om.
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M Millan's approa h is substantially dedu tive. The rules of inferen e, su h as
symmetry redu tion and ompositional veri ation, are spe ialized but quite
powerful.
Seger [Seg98℄ has extended the Voss tool for symboli traje tory evaluation
with lightweight theorem proving. Symboli traje tory evaluation (STE) whi h is
a limited form of linear temporal logi model he king. A few simple proof rules
are used to de ompose proof obligations on the basis of the logi al onne tives
su h as onjun tion, disjun tion, and impli ation. These rules an be used to
de ompose a large model he king problem into smaller ones.
1.3

Abstra tion and Model Che king

Abstra tion has been studied in the ontext of model he king as a te hnique
for redu ing in nite-state or large nite-state models to nite-state models of
manageable size [BBLS92,Kur94,CGL94,LGS+ 95,Dam96,BLO98℄.
Some of the work on abstra tion is based on data abstra tion where a variable X over a on rete datatype T is mapped to a variable x over an abstra t
type t. For example, a variable over the natural numbers ould be repla ed by
a boolean variable representing the parity of its value. Clarke, Grumberg, and
Long [CGL94℄ gave a simple riterion for abstra tions that preserve 8CT L+
properties. Let the on rete transition system be given by hIC ; NC i where IC is
the initialization predi ate and NC is the next-state relation. Then the veri ation of a on rete judgement hIC ; NC i j= PC an be redu ed by means of the abstra tion fun tion to the veri ation of an abstra t judgement hIA ; NA i j= PA
provided
1.
2.
3.

IC v I A Æ
NC v NA Æ h ;
PA Æ v P C

i

Data abstra tion has the advantage that the abstra t des ription an be
stati ally onstru ted from the on rete program. The drawba k is that many
useful abstra tions are on relations between variables rather than on individual
variables.
Graf and Sadi [SG97℄ introdu ed predi ate abstra tion as a way of repla ing predi ates or relations over a set of variables by the orresponding boolean
variables. For example, given two variables x and y over the integers, and the
predi ate x < y over these variables, predi ate abstra tion would repla e the
variables x and y by a boolean variable b that represents the behavior of the
predi ate.
The appli ation of predi ate abstra tion makes signi ant use of theorem
proving. Graf and Sadi used predi ate abstra tion to onstru t an abstra t
rea hability graph for a on rete program by a pro ess of elimination. If a represent an abstra t state, a0 a putative su essor, (a) the on rete state orresponding to a, and (a0 ) the on rete state orresponding to a0 , then if
(a)  wp (P )(:( (a0 )))
5

is provable, the orresponding transition between a and a0 an be ruled out.3
However, if a proof attempt fails, the orresponding su essor node an be onservatively in luded in the abstra t rea hability graph. Using predi ate abstra tions with the PVS theorem prover [ORS92℄, Graf and Sadi [SG97℄ were able to
verify a variant of the alternating bit proto ol alled the bounded retransmission
proto ol [HSV94℄. Das, Dill, and Park [DDP99℄ extended this te hnique using
the SVC de ision pro edures [BDL96℄ and were able to verify su h impressive
examples as the FLASH a he oheren e proto ol, and a ooperative garbage
olle tor.
Predi ate abstra tion an also be used to onstru t an abstra t transition
relation instead of the abstra t rea hability graph. It is typi ally less expensive to onstru t the abstra t transition relation sin e fewer proof obligations
are generated, but it typi ally results in a oarser abstra tion than one that
is obtained by dire tly omputing the abstra t rea hability graph. In the latter onstru tion, information about the urrent set of abstra t rea hable states
an be used to rule out unrea hable su essor states. Bensalem, Lakhne h, and
Owre [BLO98℄ des ribe an abstra tion tool alled InVeSt that uses the elimination method to onstru t an abstra t transition system from a on rete one
in a ompositional manner. Colon and Uribe [CU98℄ give another ompositional
method for onstru ting abstra tions with the framework of the STeP theorem
prover [MtSG95℄.
All of the above abstra tion te hniques preserve only 8CT L+ properties, namely those in the positive fragment of CT L with universal path
quanti ation. For more general al uli, riteria for abstra tions that preserve
CTL* [DGG94℄ and mu- al ulus [LGS+ 95℄, but these results are quite te hni al.
Sadi and Shankar [SS99℄ gave a simple method for onstru ting predi ate abstra tions over the full relational mu- al ulus [Par76℄. The two key observations
in this work are:
1. The operators of the mu- al ulus are monotoni with respe t to upper and
lower approximations.
2. The over-approximation of a literal (an atomi formula or its negation) an
be eÆ iently omputed in onjun tive normal form by using a theorem prover
as an ora le.
Veri ation diagrams [MBSU99℄ an also be seen as a form of predi ate abstra tion. These diagrams employ graphs whose nodes are labeled by assertions
and the edges orrespond to program transitions within the diagram. Properties
an be dire tly he ked with respe t to the veri ation diagram.
The primary advantage of predi ate abstra tion is that it is suÆ ient to
guess a relevant predi ates without having to guess the exa t invariant in these
predi ates. For n predi ates, the onstru tion of the abstra t transition system
3 All programs are assumed to be total as transition system, i.e., the domain of the
next-state relation is the set of all states. Thus, wp (P )(A) is the set of states that
have no transitions in P to states in :A. The dual notion sp (P )(A) is the set of
states rea hable from some state in A by a transition of P .
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generates of the order of 2n proof obligations. The resulting abstra t model an
also be model he ked in timenthat is exponential in n to yield useful invariants.
With dedu tion, there are 22 boolean fun tions that are andidate invariants
in these n predi ates so that it is harder to guess suitable invariants.
1.4

Automati

Invariant Generation

Automati
invariant generation has been studied sin e the
1970s [CH78,GW75,KM76,SI77℄. This study has re ently been revived
through the work of Bjrner, Browne, and Manna [BBM97℄, and Bensalem,
Lakhne h, and Sadi [BLS96,Sa96,BL99℄.
The strongest invariant of a transition system P is given by the least xed
point starting from the initial states of P of the strongest post ondition operator
for P , X:IP _ sp(P )(X ). If this omputation terminates, it would yield the set
of rea hable states of P whi h is its strongest invariant. Unfortunately, the least
xed point omputation rarely terminates for in nite-state systems. A program
with a single integer variable x that is initially 0 and is repeatedly in remented
by one, yields a nonterminating least xed point omputation. Widening te hniques [CC77℄ are needed to a elerate the xed point omputation so that it
does terminate with a xed point that is not ne essarily the least one.
A di erent, more onservative approa h to invariant generation is given
by the omputation of the greatest xed point of the strongest post ondition
X:sp(P )(X ). For example, a greatest xed point omputation on a program
with a single variable x and a single guarded transition x  0 ! x := x + 1
would terminate and yield the invariant x  0. The greatest xed point invariant omputation also may not terminate and ould require narrowing as a way
of a elerating termination. However, one ould stop the greatest xed point
omputation after any bounded number of iterations and the resulting predi ate
would always be a valid invariant.
Dually, a putative invariant p an be strengthened to an indu tive one by
omputing the greatest xed point with respe t to the weakest pre ondition
of the program of the given invariant X:p ^ wp(P )(X ). If this omputation
terminates, the result is an invariant that is indu tive.
Automati invariant generation is not yet a su essful te hnology. Right now,
it is best used for propagating invariants that are omputed from other sour es
by taking the greatest xed point with respe t to the strongest post- ondition
starting from a known invariant. However, as theorem proving te hnology beomes more powerful and eÆ ient, invariant generation is likely to be quite a
fruitful te hnique.

2 Symboli Analysis
Symboli analysis is simply the omputation of xed point properties of programs
through a ombination of dedu tive and explorative te hniques. We have already
seen the key elements of symboli analysis as
7

1. Automated dedu tion , in omputing property preserving abstra tions and
propagating the onsequen es of known properties.
2. Model he king , as a means of omputing global properties of by means of
systemati symboli exploration. For this purpose, model he king is used for
a tually omputing xed points su h as the rea hable state set, in addition
to verifying given temporal properties.
3. Invariant generation , as a te hnique for omputing useful properties and
propagating known properties.
2.1

SAL: A Symboli

Analysis Laboratory

SAL is a framework for integrating di erent symboli analysis te hniques inluding theorem proving and model he king. The ore of SAL is a des ription
language for transition systems. The design of this intermediate language has
been in uen ed by SMV [M M93℄, UNITY [CM88℄, Murphi [MD93℄, and Rea tive Modules [AH96℄. Transition systems des ribed in SAL onsist of modules
with input, output, global, and lo al variables. Initializations and transitions
an be either spe i ed by de nitions of the form variable = expression or by
guarded ommands. The assignment part of a guarded ommand onsists of assignments of the form x0 = expression , meaning the new value of x is the value
of the expression , as well as sele tions x0 2 set , meaning the new value of x
is nondeterministi ally sele ted from the value of the nonempty set set . SAL is
a syn hronous language in the spirit of Esterel [BG92℄, Lustre [HCRP91℄, and
Rea tive Modules [AH96℄, in the sense that transitions an depend on lat hed
values as well as urrent inputs. SAL modules an be omposed by means of
1. Binary syn hronous omposition P kQ whose transitions onsist of lo k-step
parallel transitions of P and Q.
2. Binary asyn hronous omposition P [℄ Q whose transitions are the interleaving of those of P and Q.
3. N-fold syn hronous omposition (jj (i) : P [i℄)
4. N-fold asyn hronous omposition ([℄ (i) : P [i℄)
The implementation of SAL is still ongoing. The version to be released some
time in 2000 will onsist of a parser, type he ker, translators to SMV and PVS,
a translator to Java (for animation), and a translator from Verilog, among other
tools.
Sin e the SAL implementation is still in omplete, we informally des ribe some
examples that motivate the need for a symboli analysis framework integrating
abstra tion, invariant generation, theorem proving, and model he king.
2.2

Analysis of a Two Pro ess Mutual Ex lusion Algorithm

As a rst example, we use a simpli ed 2-pro ess version of Lamport's Bakery
algorithm for mutual ex lusion [Lam74℄. The algorithm onsists of two pro esses
P and Q with ontrol variables p p and p q, respe tively, and shared variables
8

x and y. The ontrol states of these pro esses are either sleeping, trying,
or riti al. Initially, p p and p q are both set to sleeping and the ontrol
variables satisfy x = y = 0. The transitions for P are

! x0 = y + 1; p p0 = trying
[℄ p p = trying ^ (y = 0 _ x < y ) ! p p0 = riti al
[℄
p p = riti al ! x0 = 0; p p0 = sleeping
p p = sleeping

Similarly, the transitions for Q are

! y0 = x + 1; p q0 = trying
! p 0 = riti al
! y0 = 0; p q0 = sleeping
The invariant we wish to establish for P [℄ Q is :(p p = riti al ^ p q =
p q = sleeping
[℄ p q = trying ^ (x = 0 _ y  x)
[℄
p q = riti al

riti al. Note that P [℄ Q is an in nite-state system and in fa t the values of
the variables x and y an in rease without bound. We an therefore attempt to
verify the invariant by means of a property-preserving predi ate abstra tion to
a nite-state system.
The abstra tion predi ates suggest themselves from the initializations,
guards, and assignments. We therefore abstra t the predi ate x = 0 with the
boolean variable x0 , the predi ate y = 0 with the boolean variable y0 , and the
predi ate x < y with the boolean variable xy . The resulting abstra t system an
be omputed as P 0 and Q0 , where in the initial state, x0 ^ y0 ^ :xy , and the
transitions for P 0 are

p p = sleeping
[℄ p p = trying ^ (y0 _ xy )
[℄
p p = riti al

! x00 = false; xy0 = false; p p0 = trying;
! p p0 = riti al;
! x00 = true; xy0 2 ftrue; falseg; p p0 = sleeping;

The transitions for Q0 are

p q = sleeping
[℄ p q = trying ^ (x0 _ :xy )
[℄
p p = riti al

! y00 = false; xy0 = true; p q0 = trying;
! p p0 = riti al;
! y00 = true; xy0 = false; p p0 = sleeping;

Model he king the abstra t system P 0 [℄ Q0 easily veri es the invariant

:(p p =

riti al ^ p

q = riti al):

The theorem proving needed to onstru t the abstra tion is at a trivial level
that an be handled automati ally by the de ision pro edures over quanti erfree formulas in a ombination of theories [RS00℄. Su h de ision pro edures
are present in systems like PVS [ORS92℄, ESC [Det96℄, SVC [BDL96℄, and
STeP [MtSG95℄. The above example an be veri ed fully automati ally by means
of the abstra t-and-model- he k ommand in PVS [SS99℄.
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2.3

Analysis of an N-Pro ess Mutual Ex lusion Algorithm

We next examine a tional example, namely, one that has not been me hani ally
veri ed by us. This example is a simpli ed form of the N-pro ess Bakery algorithm due to Lamport [Lam74℄. The des ription below shows a hand-exe uted
symboli analysis.
In this version of the Bakery algorithm, there are N pro esses P (0) to
P (N 1), with a shared array x of size N over the natural numbers. The logi al
variables i, j , and k range over the subrange 0::(N 1). The operation max (x)
returns the maximal element in the array x. Initially, ea h P (i) is in the ontrol
state sleeping, and for ea h i, x(i) = 0. Let hx; ii  hy; j i be de ned as the lexi ographi ordering x < y _ (x = y ^ i  j ). We abbreviate y = 0 _ hx; ii  hy; j i
as hx; ii  hy; j i.
The transitions of pro esses P (i) for 0  i < N are interleaved and ea h
non-stuttering transition exe utes one of the following guarded ommands.

p (i) = sleeping
[℄
[℄

p (i) = trying

^ (8j : hx(i); ii  hx(j ); j i)

p (i) = riti al

! x0 (i) = 1 + max (x);
p 0 (i) = trying;
! p 0 (i) = riti al;

! x0 (i) = 0;

p 0 (i) = sleeping;

We want to prove the invarian e property
(8i : p (i) = riti al  (8j : p (j ) = riti al  i = j )):

(1)

Invariant generation te hniques an be used to generate trivial invariants
su h as
(8i : x(i) = 0 i p (i) = sleeping):
(2)
We omit the details of the invariant generation step. The above invariant will
prove useful in the next stage of the analysis.
We next skolemize the mutual ex lusion statement so as to obtain a orre tness goal about a spe i but arbitrary i whi h we all a. The main invariant
now be omes

p (a) = riti al  (8j : p (j ) = riti al  a = j )

(3)

The goal now is to redu e the N -pro ess proto ol to a two pro ess proto ol
onsisting of pro ess a and another pro ess b that is an existential abstra tion of
the remaining N 1 pro esses. By an existential abstra tion, we mean one where
the N 1 pro esses are represented by a single pro ess b su h that a transition by
any of the N 1 pro esses is mapped to a orresponding transition of b. In su h
an abstra tion, b is in ontrol state riti al if any one of the N 1 pro esses is
riti al. Otherwise, b is in ontrol state trying if none of the N 1 pro esses is
in the state riti al and at least one of them is in its trying state. If none of
the N 1 pro ess is either trying or riti al, then b is in its sleeping state.
10

By examining the predi ates appearing in the initialization, guards, and the
property, we an dire tly obtain the following abstra tion predi ates given by
the fun tion whi h maps abstra t variables to the orresponding on rete
predi ates:
(p a) = p (a)
(p b) = if (9j : j 6= a ^ p (j ) = riti al)

then riti al
elsif (9j : j 6= a ^ p (j ) = trying)
then trying
else sleeping
(xa0 ) = (x(a) = 0)
(xb0 ) = (8j : j 6= a  x(j ) = 0)
(ma) = (8j : hx(a); ai  hx(j ); j i)
(mb) = (9j : (8k : hx(j ); j i  hx(k ); k i)
(ea) = (8j : p (j ) = riti al  a = j )

Sin e mb is only relevant when p (j ) = trying for j =
6 a, we an use invariant (2) to prove that

j 6= a ^ p (j ) 6= sleeping  (mb) = (:ma)
thereby dispensing with mb in the abstra tion.
With the above abstra tion mapping, the goal invariant (3) be omes

p a = riti al  ea:
and the resulting abstra ted transition system is one where initially

p a = sleeping ^ p b = sleeping ^ xa0 ^ xb0 ^ ma ^ ea
Ea h non-stuttering step in the omputation of the abstra t program exe utes
one of the guarded ommands shown in Figure 1.
Model he king the abstra t proto ol fails to verify the invariant

p a = riti al  ea
as the model he ker ould generate the following ounterexample sequen e of
transitions:

transition p a
xa ma ea
pb
xb
initially sleeping true true true sleeping true
3
sleeping true false true trying false
4
sleeping true false false riti al false
1
trying false false false riti al false
8
trying false true false riti al false
2
riti al false true false riti al false
11

p a = sleeping
[℄ p a = trying ^ ma
[℄
p a = riti al

! xa

= false;
ma = xb;
p a = trying;
! p a = riti al;
! p a = sleeping;
ma = xb;
ea = :(p b = riti al);
xa = true;
! p b = trying; xb = false;
ma = :xa
! p b = riti al; ea = false;
! p b = sleeping;
ea = true;
ma = true;
xb = true;
! p b = trying;
ea = true;
ma 2 ftrue; mag;
! ma 2 ftrue; mag;
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

[℄

p b = sleeping

[℄ p b = trying ^ :ma
[℄
p b = riti al

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

[℄

p b = riti al

[℄

p b = riti al

0

0

0

Fig. 1.

0

Abstra t transitions for the N-pro ess Bakery Algorithm

An inspe tion of the ounterexample and the abstra t model on rms that
the mutual ex lusion invariant would follow if the invariant :xa ^ ma  ea were
to hold. Mapped ba k in the on rete domain, this orresponds to

8i : x(i) 6= 0^(8j : x(j ) = 0_hx(i); ii  hx(j ); j i)  (8j : p (j ) =

riti al  i = j ):

This goal an be generalized as
(8i; j : x(i) 6= 0 ^ (x(j ) = 0 _hx(i); ii)  hx(j ); j i  (p (j ) = riti al  i = j )):
and further rearranged as
(8i; j : p (j ) = riti al  (x(i) 6= 0 ^ (x(j ) = 0 _hx(i); ii  hx(j ); j i))  i = j ):
By the invariant (2), we an eliminate the subformula x(j ) = 0 and simplify the
goal to the equivalent formula
(8i; j : p (j ) = riti al  x(i) = 0 _ hx(j ); j i  hx(i); ii):
This an be rearranged as
(8j : p (j ) = riti al  (8i : x(i) = 0 _ hx(j ); j i  hx(i); ii)):
But this is the just the invariant p a = riti al  ma whi h is already implied
by the abstra t model.
The safety property is thus veri ed by using a judi ious ombination of a
small amount of theorem proving and model he king. The abstra tions were
12

suggested by the predi ates in the text of the program. Simple invariant generation methods were adequate for generating trivial invariants. Theorem proving
in the ontext of these invariants ould be used to dis harge the proof obligations needed to onstru t an a urate abstra tion of the N-pro ess proto ol.
Abstra tion mappings of this sort are quite standard and work for many mutual ex lusion and a he onsisten y algorithms [Sha97℄. The abstra t model did
not dis harge the main safety invariant but it was easy to extra t the minimal
ondition needed to verify the invariant from the abstra t model. A rea hability
analysis of the abstra t model delivered enough useful invariants so that a small
amount of theorem proving ould dis harge this ondition. Neither the model
he king nor the theorem proving used here is espe ially diÆ ult. While some
guidan e is needed in sele ting lemmas and onje tures, the proofs of these an
be arried out with substantial automation.

3 Con lusion
We have argued that veri ation te hnology is best employed as an analysis
te hnique to generate properties of spe i ations and programs rather than as
a method for establishing the orre tness of spe i properties. Su h a symboli analysis framework an employ both theorem proving and model he king
as appropriate to generate useful abstra tions and automati ally derive system
properties.
Many ideas remain to be explored within the symboli analysis framework.
The onstru tion of the symboli analysis laboratory SAL as an open framework
will support the exploration of ideas at the interfa e of theorem proving and
model he king.
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